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TEXT DESIGN AND TEXT MARKUP 
 
 
If there are citation rules for the series, please use them. 
 
1. First citation  
 
a) Given name   Written out in full 
b) Family name   Emphasise using SMALL CAPS  
c) Title of work  
d) Details of volume  (If necessary) - Vol. 
e) Place of publication  To be stated for journals if necessary  
f) Publisher    -  To be cited for old editions  
- Recommend for new literary publications  
- Otherwise not necessary  
g) Year of publication  
h) Edition, if any  e.g. 6th edition  
i) Page details   Only the numbers; “p.” is only to be used as a “separator”, i.e. if 




Erich ZÖLLNER, Geschichte Österreichs, 8th edition, Vienna 1990, 234. 
 
Peter HERSCHE, Der Spätjansenismus in Österreich (Committee for the History of Austria 
Publication, 7) Vienna 1977, 67 et seq. 
 
Die Traditionen des Hochstiftes Freising Vol. 1, Note 1045 (ed. Theodor Bitterauf, 
Quellen und Erörterungen zur bayerischen Geschichte NF 4) Munich 1905, 788. or: 
 
Die Traditionen des Hochstiftes Freising Vol. 1 (ed. Theodor Bitterauf, Quellen und 
Erörterungen zur bayerischen Geschichte NF 4) Munich 1905, Note 1045; p. 788. 
 






2. Supplement for contributions in journals and non-autonomous works  
 
a) Title of the contribution  
b) Title of the journal    Separated from the accompanying text by 
the word “in” 
c) Details of the editor of  




Ernst KLEBEL, Von den Edlingern in Kärnten, in: Archiv für vaterländische 
Geschichte und Topographie 28 (1942) 35-78. 
 
 
3. Subsequent citations  
 
a) If a list of references is attached to the work: 
- Author’s family name  Not emphasised by small caps; state initial of first 
name in the case of identical family names. 
- Brief title of work   The brief title can be the meaningful word. Short 
titles usual in the relevant field should be used. 
- Details of volume  
- Page details  
 
b) If a list of references is not attached to the work, the above details of the 
reference “(as note ...) are to be added to the first citation. 
 




Traditionen Freising Note 1045; 1, 788. (cf. first citation) 
 
 
4. List of references  
 
The citations in the list of references are treated like first citations, except that the 
family name precedes the given name. 
 
 
5. Publications in foreign languages  
 
Since most academic communities outside the German-speaking world (must) 
comply with generally applicable citation rules, it is suggested that the citation 
rules applicable in the foreign language in question be applied in foreign 






6.  Citating digital documents 
 
 For citations of digital content there are 2 options:  
 
a) If available a Digital Object Identifier (DOI) can be used. DOIs are – like ISBN 




TILLMAN Bub, Barbarei und Zivilisation in Grillparzers Trilogie „Das goldene Vließ“ 
SPRACHKUNST, Jg. XXXV/2004, 1. Halbband, 1–22, Wien 2004 doi:10.1553/spk35s1  
 
b) By indicating the Hyperlink and the date of last access 
 
Example: Article of a journal  
 
ANDREA KIENLE, THOMAS HERRMANN  
Integration von Kommunikation und Kooperation an Hand von Lernmaterial – ein Leitbild 
für die Funktionalität kollaborativer Lernumgebungen, Stuttgart 2002  
Online available:  
http://mc.informatik.uni-
hamburg.de/konferenzbaende/mc2002/konferenzband/mc2002_05_paper/mc2002-02-
kienleherrmann.pdf , last accessed: 02/04/2007  
 
